Abstract-In this paper, a comprehensive optimization mathematical model of the planing-hydrofoil USV performance was established. A hierarchical parallel geneticcomplex algorithm is advanced basing on parallel strategy, genetic algorithm and complex algorithm and it is called H-P-GA-C. The new algorithm for the optimization method study of performance of the planing-hydrofoil USV is very valuable. We use of VC++ into programming software. The calculation results of different solving methods show that compared with other methods such as H-P-GA-CA, H-P-C-GA, H-P-GA-C and parallel improved complex method, the paper also discussed the influence on total objective function 、 two objective function and rapidity objective function caused by design variables such as the length of the hull and the speed, and determined the design variable sensitive degree. The composite algorithm is reliable and efficient so that it lays a solid foundation for hull form optimization design and evaluation analysis of the high-speed planing-hydrofoil USV.
INTRODUCTION
In order to solve the optimization problem vessels, for instance the design, major projects system in this field for the production and management. There are many optimization algorithms. However these methods are not fit in solving the problem with a lot of design variables and constraint conditions. It is essential that requires us developing a new optimization algorithm.
In 1993, Professor Xu Changwen [1] made a multiobjective optimization in structural engineering . The fuzzy optimization methods based on the different forms of fuzzy decision-making are presented ， in which the fuzzy comprehensive assessment method with the ordered paired comparison technique is used to determine the tolerance values for the allowable limits of fuzzy constraints．In 2002, Zhang Huoming [2] made to Fuzzy-genetic Algorithm of Ship Navigation Performance Optimization. The bound search method, which can find a special vivid solution to fuzzy nonlinear programming, is employed to carry out the fuzzy optimization.
In 2007, the author [3] made up the fuzzy-chaos algorithm ， which is composed of the fuzzy genetic algorithm of bound search and the chaos algorithm．This algorithm is applied to optimize ， calculate and analyze large-scale ship performance or structural characteristics ． The calculation results show that these optimization methods and the calculation software have a good correlation, which have practicability and applied to integrally optimize the ship performance or structural characteristics. It is worth using that design the large-scale ship project.
In 2013, Chen Peng [4] makes a multi-objective optimization analysis about UUV general optimization systems.
Based on genetic algorithm, chaos algorithm and parallel thought, some parallel optimization methods are constructed which are applied to solve the problem of calculation of synthetically optimization. The calculation results show that these methods which are constructed by parallel thought have an advantage better to solve such optimization problems. The best method is parallel genetic-chaos algorithm. which conducts reliable and high efficiency calculation.
The new algorithm H-P-GA-C constructed by the author which was based on delicate variables' segments, parallel thinking, genetic algorithm and complex method and succeeds in applying this method on sailing performance optimization for the planning-hydrofoil USV.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL Due to a variable floating ship type, the ship hydrodynamic lift will rise with the increase of speed，and the ship will come into a half-planning state or totally planning state from drainage navigation state. The influence on the ship performance caused by hull type, propeller and related movement parameters has a great difference to conventional drainage ship, so the ship form design of planing craft is more complicated and difficult than the conventional drainage ship.
The design of the planning-hydrofoil USV should be analyzed comprehensively on the basis of general arrangement, resistance and propulsion performance, maneuverability ， stability, the stability of rollover, airworthiness performance and other special requirements, choose the ship parameters accurately and reasonably and finally draw the graph. It is an indispensable progress to 2nd International Symposium on Computer, Communication, Control and Automation (3CA 2013) improve the design quality and efficiency through comprehensive optimum design.
There're three parts of synthetically optimization of performances of the planning-hydrofoil USV: rapidity, maneuverability, stability and rollover stability. Buoyancy and some other characteristics as well as limits of design variables form the constraint conditions. The mathematic model is described in detail as follows.
A. Objective Function
Suppose G(X) is the general objective function, Csp(X) is the sub-objective function of rapidity criterion, Mv (X) is the sub-objective function of maneuverability criterion, and Sv (X) is the sub-objective function of Stability and rollover stability:
Where AP1≥0, AP2≥0, AP3≥0, AP1*AP2*AP3=1; Then, the Csp (X) is show as follows.
Where Δ-displacement; P E -the power of effective; 
Where GM-High stability of nomal floating --Flip the stability of high c1*c2= A P3 B. Constraints Conditions [5] ~ [6] There are two constraints that one is the equation constraints and another is inequality constraints.
C. Design Variables
The synthetically optimization of mechanics properties for ships involves many factors. After analyzing and comparing their importance, 33 parameters are selected as table I.
III. THE NEW ALGORITHM
Optimization methods can be divided into conventional and modern. The former usually can't avoid falling into local optimization so that it's not suitable for complicated optimization of multi-variable, multi-constraint and multiobjective function. Genetic algorithm, one of modern optimization methods, has strong global optimization ability so that it has been applied to complicated optimization of ship engineering. But to those optimizations which have many design variables, it'll take a long time for GA to compute and if cutting down the GA generation, it's very likely to develop premature convergence. So the authors use of the ideas of parallel and hierarchical (The ideas of parallel ideological is substance of the range of segmentation and the calculation of space is reduced; therefore, it can greatly increase the probability of optimization.) to construct many different of algorithm (The algorithm is divided into two calculation that it is the first layer of the parallel *** algorithms and the second layer use *** algorithm) in this paper. For example: H-P-GA-C, H-P-GA-CA, H-P-C-GA.
H -P -GA -C solves the optimization in such a way: We need choose several best results of GA (usually half of the first step) then compute them again by complex algorithm. After these works, we can figure out the global best solution.
There are the same process above described H -P -GA -CA algorithm in the H-P-GA-CA and H-P-C-GA. But the difference is that new chaos algorithm of the second step is chosen in the H-P-GA-CA while Genetic algorithm is chosen in the first step.
Complex algorithm is chosen in the first step, while the second step is Genetic algorithm in the H-P-C-GA algorithm. H -P -GA -C is established exchanging the algorithms of the two steps.
A. Chaos Algorithm
New chaos optimization is implemented by chaos variable. The authors choose a widely-used logistic mapping to produce the chaos variable,
where the time of iterative mapping k=0,1,2, etc. It's easy to prove that when μ=4, above equation is fully in chaos state, which means by iterative mapping, the equation can randomly produce all values within (0, 1) except 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Because chaos algorithm is sensitive to initial value, n different chaos variables can be obtained by assigning n different initial values within (0, 1) to the equation except 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75.
B. GA's Essential Procedure[7]
Genetic algorithm is widely used in the field of automatic control, computing science, pattern recognition, engineering design, intelligent fault diagnosis management science and social sciences. It is applicable to solve complex nonlinear and multi-dimensional optimization problem.
The genetic algorithm's key steps adopted in this article are as follows: 1) Coding; 2) Selection; 3) Crossover; 4) Mutation;
5) Evaluation halt computing rule:
If we track the searching procedure of GA, it is found that it would approach a steady optimum solution quickly. In this way, we can assume a largest number for searching, such as 600 or 6000 generations, as the halt computing rule.
C. Complex algorithms
Complex method is derived from solving unconstrained of non -linear optimization problems Optimization -simplex method, which is simply made in the development of constrained optimization problems. Complex refers to the ndimensional of designing space feasible region, which is formed by K> n +1 vertices of the polyhedron. This method is continuous circulation process of the iterative optimization. 
IV. OPTIMIZATION COMPUTATION

A. Computation
The mathematic model shows that the synthetically optimization of mechanics properties for the planninghydrofoil USV involves at least 33 design variables, 3 equation constraints and 70 inequality constrains. Evidently, it's a very complicated engineering optimization. In this paper, the authors apply H-P-GA-CA, H-P-C-GA, H-P-GA-C, parallel improved complex method and use of the c++ to programme the solving software.
Here take the planning-hydrofoil for example. It's displacement is 1.4t and it has single propellers. The ranges of its design variables' values are listed in table I:
The authors assign values as: A P1 =13/7,p L =1,p T =11/13,c1=9/11,c2=7/9.The authors adopt four different of algorithms, such as: H-P-GA-CA, H-P-C-GA, H-P-GA-C and parallel improved complex method, the results are as table I. From the table II, we can see that the satisfaction of condition of equality constraints on ship performances is higher than 99.90%. These indicate that the penalty strategy is efficient and this solving method is reliable.
TABLE I. CALCULATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS & DESIGN VARIABLES
Items H-P-C-GA parallel improved complex method H-P-GA-CA H-P-GA-C
2) Analysis of the calculation results. Two points of conclusions are drawn after comparing and analyzing those different solving methods from table Ι. The values of H-P-GA-CA's and H-P-C-GA's general objective functions are respectively 3.12004 and 2.75493. The former is higher than the latter by 11.7%; which means P-GA-PCA is more efficient. b. H-P-GA-C's and parallel improved complex method's general objective function is 3.27324 and 2.84914.Thus，H-P-GA-C is better than parallel improved complex method. What's more, H-P-GA-C is higher than that of H-P-GA-CA by 4.6%. The above data tell us that H-P-GA -C based on delicate variables' segments is the best among these methods in solving complicated engineering optimizations of multi-objectives, multi-constraints and multi-variables.
3) The feasibility distribution function of general objective value. The authors attained the feasibility distribution function of general objective value basing on a lot of calculation results, the curve of distribution functions are shown in Fig.1-4 . What's more, the author received rapidity and maneuverability of the overall objective function values also, the curve of distribution functions are shown in Fig.5-8 . V. CONCLUSION In this paper, H-P-GA-C based on delicate variables' segments principle has been proposed to applying to synthetic optimization of sailing performance optimization of the planning-hydrofoil USV. The authors had discussed on H-P-GA-NCA, H-P-C-GA, H-P-GA-C and parallel improved complex method, Computation results show that H-P-GA-C is the highest efficiency about navigation performance of the planning-hydrofoil USV. That inequality constraint on ship performances are all satisfied to a degree of 100% and the equality constraints are higher than 99.90%, these indicate that the penalty strategy is efficient; this new optimization algorithm (H-P-GA-C) is suitable for optimization performance of the planning-hydrofoil USV. Based on H-P-GA-C, the author makes a lot of calculation. According to the results of the calculation, the author draw the curves of the general objective, rapidity and maneuverability of the overall function's feasibility distribution function, with the change of breadth, block coefficient, captain, ship speed, propeller speed and propeller diameter, and discussed the sensitivity of design variables. It lays on a solid foundation for overall evaluation of the planning-hydrofoil USV design and integrated decision of the planning-hydrofoil USV parameter. With using of this software can provide the condition to integrate evaluation of the planning-hydrofoil USV design project.
